WOODLAND ANAGRAMS

Can you unjumble these words to make some woodland words?
All the answers are somewhere in the list at the bottom of page 2.
We’ve done the first one for you to help you get started. If you get stuck, browse the Woodland Tree website at http://fennerschool-associated.anu.edu.au/education/woodlands

1. BROAD DRILL  D O L L A R I D
2. DUAL SIR GREG
3. PLAY CUTE
4. CLARINET MOO
5. ALARM IS UP
6. AND HE’LL OWN ANOTHER EYE
7. ANY COP
8. LAWN DODO
9. MOST ELITE
10. SCAN HERB
11. A NICE SHUNT
12. BANK WORK IS IN
13. SIR ELTON CRAB
14. I SEEK DIRT STRETCH
15. CATCH NOVA ERIC OK
16. RATHER MOW
17. AMBER DOCK LEG
18. PALACE GOSH

19. FEIGN SHARK   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
20. CAN PRETTY HOP   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
21. A GIRL MINUS SPOT   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
22. POSTWAR RIFT   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
23. FAY TRIANGLE   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
24. EDWARD BRITTLE   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
25. I SLEEP BARN SILENT   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ANSWERS (in random order)

DOLLARBIRD     EARTHWORM     CARPET PYTHON
SCARLET ROBIN   SUGAR GLIDER   NATIVE COCKROACH
CRESTED SHRIKE-TIT ECOSYSTEM   GREY FANTAIL
WOODLAND       EASTERN SPINEBILL RINGTAIL POSSUM
MARSUPIAL      MISTLETOE      CANOPY
ANTECHINUS     RAINBOW SKINK   LACE MONITOR
RED WATTLEBIRD KINGFISHER    NEW HOLLAND HONEYEATER
SWIFT PARROT   MARBED GECKO   EUCALYPT
PHASCOGALE